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Dear supporters,

I would like to extend a profound gratitude to each and everyone for joining  
hands with us and playing a part in creating a society consisting of equals. We  
have been able to make a difference in the lives of less advantaged women and  
children due to the joint endeavor with our donor community.

Our yearly progress and development are the result of a set of initiatives which  
have been taken in collaboration with various corporations, organizations and  
private individuals through our programs.

We have been able to stand strong because your contributions have helped us  
bring change even when it seemed impossible. We cannot thank you enough for  
everything that you’ve done and I’m truly grateful to have you as our partners. I  
hope that you will continue to stand by us.

On the path to a better society, your great efforts over the year and continuous  
motivation have again transformed the life of many individuals while keeping us  
going with the same level of enthusiasm every day.

Ayushi Nagar  

Founder, Khwaahish

From the founders desk
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Our vision is to have our kids  

well versed in their well  

shapes and with their best puff  

friends (Animals). If this is not  

growth of our nation, then  

what is?

Transforming an underprivileged  

child’s energy and childhood from  

being a child labour, hygiene  

ignorant and insensitive to an  

educated, responsible and healthy  

human being, which will  

eventually help our society as a  

whole.

VISION MISSION

Vision & Mission
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Kashipur 

(Uttarakhand)

Our reach



I feel proud to see Youth of my city lay the foundations of social work. Khwaahish has  

a special place in my heart as it is originated in my hometown. Moreover, I was  

impressed to see the kind of work happening at the ground level. The way  Khwaahish 

is making sincere efforts in bringing change in people’s life is heart  touching. I wish 

Khwaahish all the best and look forward to see it spreading across  cities for a good

cause.

-Shivank Sharma, Vice president, Aron Global Private Limite Singapore

Changing the lives of children is a continuous process. Nothing can be done in  

a limited period. As individuals we have to continue to give support by way of  

financial help, time as well as other resources. I believe in continuity and  

devotion without deviation. KHWAAHISH is doing just that.

-Rajeev Ghai, Co-Chairman (Chamber of Commerce)

What our members have to say



I am happy to be

associated in a small  

way with Khwaahish.  

The organization has  

been doing great  

service for the  

health, education  

and protection of  

children in India as is  

the need of the time.

In short duration  

Khwaahish has  

done tremendous  

work for upliftment  

of underprivileged  

children. Hope you  

create milestones  

ahead. Good Luck  

team Khwaahish

Yogendra Jindal

Director, Jindal Group

Why doners choose Khwaahish

Dr. Ravi Singhal

Physician

Dipika Gudia Attaray  

Director, Chandravati,  

IMT college

Dr. SP Gupta

Physician

I’m fortunate to  

have been part of  

Khwaahish and  

really happy to see  

outstanding work  

done by them. It is a  

best way to give  

back to society.

I am very lucky that

I can help  

underprivileged  

children to save  

their life for those  

who are critically ill.  

We pray to god that  

Khwaahish reaches  

at top of NGO  

sector.



What do you call a Monday morning where you are both satisfied and  

disappointed? Well, Mondays are busy days for both children and adults.A bunch  

of students running towards their schools and elders approaching their offices is a  

common sight. But this summer Monday wasn’t the usual one like others. While  

on an early morning walk the founder of Khwaahish discovered a small girl  

Kumkum. A vigilant girl collecting coalfrom the periphery of the railway track.

Ayushi took no time to strike a conversation with Kumkum and inquired about  

every important aspect of her life. Kumkum belongs to an unprivileged  

background, her mother picks coal during the odd hours to sustain her family  

from the amount she earns after selling the coal in the market and takes Kumkum  

along with her to have a helping hand. During the conversation, Kumkum  

expressed her desire to be a doctor but isn’t sure that she can pursue her dream  

due to a lack of education and learning opportunities. But her desires and her  

prayers were not unheard. Kumkum and her parents were counseled at the NGO  

and were explained the importance of education. Her parents agreed to minimize  

the burden of work on her and motivate her to study further. Ayushi started  

attending evening classes at Khwaahish and started studying diligently with full  

vigor to realize her dream of becoming a doctor. Her hard work is reflected in her  

achievements.

Not just another summer day





Deepak who is blessed with a sharp brain that can calculate complex  
mathematical problems within a few seconds. Belonging to an unprivileged  
background Deepak’s father had to feed a family of five and to lend a helping  
hand to his father Deepak joined him dropping out of school. Deepak and his  
father would go miles to sell fruits. The money earned then was used for  
sustaining the entire family, with such huge responsibility on shoulders education  
was a distant thought for Deepak. Over time Deepak developed the expertise to  
handle the work all by himself. Looking at Deepak’s dedication towards his work  
and the accuracy in his calculation, his father decided to find an additional source  
of income leaving the fruit cart as a responsibility on Deepak’s shoulders. The  
twist in the story came when the founder of our NGO had an unusual encounter  
with Deepak on his cart, he calculated the entire sum of complex figures in a  
couple of seconds on the purchase of fruits. Our founder persuaded Deepak to  
continue his education and counseling was arranged for his parents to explain to  
them the importance of education in his life. Since then, Deepak has been  
performing exceptionally well in his academics. But the story does not end here. It  
was only during the vocational training that we realized Deepak’s talent in  
electrical work. He is naturally bestowed with the knowledge that requires  
expertise in electrical work. Somedays he surprises us with a working wire he  
made with wire scrap and another day by a mini robot. Today Deepak aspires to  
be an Electrical Engineer.

Our brightest star



Our volunteers rose above seemingly  

insurmountable challenges to ensure that  

underserved communities got the support  

they urgently needed. From organizing  

online sessions for children to conducting  

rescue operations and providing shelter  

to stray animals, they were there to  

support us all throughout

Volunteers today. Heroes forever.

Interns

437+
Volunteers

736+

Above numbers represent  

interns and volunteersfrom  

the inception ofNGO



Pakhi Agarwal

Volunteer

If there’s one thing I’ve learned, it’s the  

importance of being passionate. No  

mater what your age is, what your  

circumstances are or where you come  

from, there is always an opportunity for  

you to make a difference

Nandini
Volunteer

By personally working with the students , I  

witnessed their determination, grit and  

drive for success but most importantly, I  

was exposed to their optimism and  

cheerfulness

Devisha Mehrotra
Intern

It was a very fulfilling experience and  

helped me in becoming a more  

empathetic person. For me, interacting  

with the kids was the most gratifying  

experience

Shivani
Volunteer

These children help me realize that you  

just need your little dreams and  

motivation to fulfill them for true  

happiness. I am proud of this moment  

with them, and a little proud about myself  

too
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A deep dive into 2020-21



Activities undertaken

Project Neev Project SARA Project Sampoorna Project Aarogyam

We are so proud of our volunteers who didn’t let any pandemic stop  

them from teaching our students. Our volunteers made our students  

learn throughout the academic break by reading them ahead of time,  

and making them practice their handwriting, colouring and completing  

their modules.

For these children, their education is important because it is only key

and way to rise out of poverty.

BOOK DONATION DRIVE

Books and education play a major role in providing knowledge and in  

many cases students don’t have access to books and important  

reference materials. But by donating books is something that we can  

very much do, and this will help a long way in educating underprivileged  

children. Knowledge shared is after all knowledge squared and books  

are the means to do so effectively!

Book Donation drive was conducted in Apr’20 – May’20 and we

managed to collect 1500+ books

ONLINE CLASSES



Activities undertaken

Project Aarogyam

Some of the guest speakers: SI Supriya Negi, ASP 

Pramod, Mr. Prabhakar Saraswat and Mr. Alok Uniyal

(SNA) etc.

Project Neev Project SARA Project Sampoorna

Guest sessions
Guest lectures help students improve their learning in a

more  interactive, topic specific way. These are very helpful 

for the  students. During the year conducted a lot of 

sessions for the  students on the topic Management, 

strategy, leadership,  Discipline etc.



Activities undertaken

Project Neev Project SARA Project Sampoorna Project Aarogyam

Prayogshala
With the intent of promoting experiential learning and hands-on 

experience we have set up a Prayogshala (Science Lab) for our kids. 

Science Lab equipments allow students to interact directly with the 

data gathered. They get a first hand learning experience by performing 

various experiments on their own under the guidance of experts. 

Students are made to use the models and understand different 

scientific theories and concepts.

KITAB GHAR

Not everyone has the privilege to get a separate space for studying in their

homes. So we at Khwaahish have set up Kitaab Ghar (Student Library) for

these students where they can come and read.

IIM Kashipur helped us in setting the library by giving us furniture and  

painting the walls. They also donated various academic and non academic  

books. Currently we have more than 2k books in our library.



Activities undertaken

Project Neev Project SARA Project Sampoorna Project Aarogyam

K.F.C. 1.0
Every stomach feels hunger & some silent ones cannot communicate, that's  

when you and we come in picture to help these unconditional buddies.. It 

was inaugurated by Mrs. Usha Chaudhary (Mayor), Dr. Mukesh Dumka 

(Government veteran) and Ayushi Nagar (Founder).  Under this we 

managed to feed 100-150 dogs per day for two months.

REFLECTIVE COLLAR
Under this campaign our aim was to equip stray cows and dogs in and  

around Kashipur with reflective collars that can help them get spotted at  

night and avoid any serious accidents. Reflective collars are equippedwith  

reflective tapes that makes it easier to spot stray animals on road at night.  

These collars work just like road signs and can be spotted by drivers from  

a distance helping them solve down and avoid loss of animal and human  

lives. This was done in collaboration

with 'Udham Singh Nagar Police’



Activities undertaken

Project Neev Project SARA Project Aarogyam

As we humans want to be loved and find companionship in our family and  

friends, why should we take away that right from all these homeless,  

abandoned animals.

We always encourage people to adopt and not shop. From the inception  

we have managed to get 150+ animal adoptions.

PANAH
Stray animals don’t have an option to slip into woolens. They  

are left to survive in the open in the intolerable cold. Under  

Panah we built temporary shelters for 200+ stray animals  

using carboard, blankets and winter clothes to protect them  

from biting cold winters. We also stitched some clothes for  

these animals to keep them warm during chilly

winters.

Project Sampoorna

ADOPTIONS



Activities undertaken

Project Neev Project SARA Project Sampoorna Project Aarogyam

RESCUE OPERATIONS
On a daily basis, we receive multiple rescue calls about stray dogs  

that have been hurt by vehicles. Most of these injuries occur when a  

stray dog is resting underneath a vehicle and the driver drives away  

without checking.

Such accidents mostly result in fractures and broken bones for the  

stray dogs making their day to day survival further unbearable,  

without any medical attention.

Under Project SARA we have rescued 800+ animals. We strive for 

better  lives of the unspeakable injured street animals.



Activities undertaken

Project Neev Project SARA Project AarogyamProject Sampoorna

HENNA ARTISTS
When you put your energy and hard work in

right direction, the consequences turn out to

be beautiful and respectful .

These girls are earning respectfully  

because of the vocational training provided  

to them .

VOCATIONAL TRAINING

When you put your energy and hard work in

right direction, the consequences turn out to

be beautiful and respectful .

These girls are earning respectfully because

of the vocational training provided to them .



Activities undertaken

Project AarogyamProject Neev Project SARA Project Sampoorna

COVID DATABASE
We took an initiative to help the ones  

battling Covid 19. We maintained a  

database of the recovered patients  

who were willing to donate plasma so  

that it could be used to save lives,  

whenever needed. (in and around  

Kashipur, Uttarakhand)

Ration Distribution
During the tough pandemic times, along 

with the government of Uttarakhand and 

some kind citizens of the city, we distributed 

ration to the ones in need with the motive 

“no one should sleep hungry”



Activities undertaken





2018

• It was a proud moment for Khwaahish when the  

efforts of the team received recognition from the  

Education Minister of Uttarakhand – Mr. Arvind  

Pandey

• “Nation Building Award’ by the Rotary Club

• “ Sewa samman” by Saraswati shishu mandir

Kashipur

2019

• Awarded by Lion’s club kashipur for outstanding

performance in the field of Welfare of the underprivileged

• Nominated as one of the keynote speakers in

“championship conference 2019” organized by I.I.M.U.N

Honored by respected Mayor of Kashipur- Mrs. Usha

Chaudhary for exemplary work in the social sector

Khwaahish in the spotlight

2020
• Honored by Rotary club of Kashipur Corbett on  

the International women’s day 2020 towards  

contribution and welfare of the society during the 

covid19 Pandemic times.





Nirmal Joshi
Supervisor

Manvi Goel
Supervisor

CA Mameet Khanuja
Financial Advisor

Adv. Samarth Singhal
Legal Advisor

Shrey Sharma
Research Analyst

Sai Bhargavi
ResearchAnalyst

Our team



Alok Uniyal
P C S

BD Tiwari
I A S

Naveen Arora
CA

Dr. Mukesh Dumka
V e t e r i n a r y

Mentors



Contact us

khwaahishedu@gmail.com

Khwaahish NGO

Khwaahish-Educating the underprivileged

khwaahish_ngo, khwaahish_paws, khwaahish_handmadewithlove  

www.khwaahish.in

+91 7983201055

mailto:khwaahishedu@gmail.com
http://www.khwaahish.in/


To sustain  

education of  

underprivilege

d  students  

throughout the  

year we need  

kind hearted  

people like you 

to  step forward 

and  support 

us in this  

noble cause!


